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Economic sanction
Imposition of restriction on trade and investment
to achieve political objective.
Example:
Sanction against Stamp Act in 1765
Sanction against Iraq, North Korea, Iran
Russia (since 2014)

Economic sanction is not new!
• The very first case of sanctions as we now know then occurred some
2,400 years ago, when ancient Athens declared a trade embargo on
neighboring Megara, essentially strangling the city’s economy.
• Sanction against the Stamp Act 1765
• Sparingly used during 20th century– especially during the Cold War
• It started growing again since 1990s

Became Popular again since 1990s
Since 1990s, the US, Europe, and other powerful countries employed sanctions more than





100 times
300 times
500 times
600 times

Correct answer: 500 times.
Number of US Sanctions active now:





6
12
18
24

Correct Answer: 26

A deadly weapon indeed!
A US president once said:
“Apply this economic, peaceful, silent, deadly remedy, and there will be no need for
force”
The above quotation was from:
1. Donald Trump (twitter feed?)
2. Barak Obama, 2008
3. John F. Kennedy, 1962
4. Woodrow Wilson, 1919
Correct answer:

Woodrow Wilson (in 1919)

Success rate of economic sanctions
• Yes, it works but not always.
• Success stories:
• Stamp Act 1765 (Forrer, 2017); South Africa; Iran (partialy);
What about Qatar?

• Failures:
• Cuba; North Korea; Iraq, etc.

• Overall success rate: just 20-30%, at best (World Finance)

The impact of economic sanction on Russia
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Uncertainty followed by panic
Ruble lost 50% of its value (see, www.xe.com)
Total trade decreased by 20% (2015) followed by 10% (2016)
Trade with EU was down by 28.6% (EC, 2017)
Huge capital flight
Slow growth, rising inflation and increasing cost of capital
Result: rise of Putin’s popularity to over 80% (Gallup, 2017)

Slow growth, rising inflation, and increasing cost
of capital

Russian Sanctions and the WTO
• Some Russian officials: Western sanctions breach the rules of the WTO.
• Some U.S. and European officials: Russia’s ban on agricultural imports is a
violation of WTO rules.
• Neither side, however, has initiated any formal proceedings under the WTO
dispute settlement process.
• Some analysts argue that such measures are permitted under the WTO's
national security exemptions.
• Source: Nelson, M.R. (2017). U.S. Sanctions and Russia’s Economy. US
Congressional Research Service 7-5700. Retrieved from
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/row/R43895.pdf.

Will the sanction work?
Will Russian give-in and get out of Ukraine?
Recently extended. But how long might it stay?
1. Less than 5 years
2. 5 to 10 years
3. 10 to 20 years
4. more than 20 years

Will Russia Give-in?
• Even though the sanctions may inflict pain on the Russian economy, they
are unlikely to bring about a change in Putin’s political course (Baddy and
Ickes, 2014).
• Inspiring nationalistic sentiment against the sanction, Putin raised his
popularity score to above 80% (Gallup, 2017) and became stronger.
• Putin protected some vulnerable sectors (such as agriculture) by imposing
a counter-sanction.
• Putting is reaching out China and other parties to avoid long-term
stagnation; might attain self-sufficiency
• Putin now can shift the blame for some of his failures to the west.
Therefore, there is little incentive for Putin to give in.

Will the U.S. and EU lift the sanction?
• The US is the main proponent of the sanction but the U.S. economy is
neither dependent nor sensitive to the situations in Russia. As a result, the
economic costs have been substantially larger for the EU than for the US
(Moret, Giumelli, and Jarosz, 2017). Therefore, the US has little incentive to
lift the sanction.
• Withdrawing sanctions without achieving its goals is perceived to be a
defeat for the sanctioning countries. Thus, economic sanction can remain
in place even when it becomes obvious that it is not going to serve the
sanctioning countries’ interest (Forrer, 2017).
• Hence, we can reasonably assume that the sanction may remain in place in
the foreseeable future and the relationship between Russia and the West
would become as cold as it was during the Cold War period.

Reaching out China to offset the impact
“since sanction began its bite, Putin has reached out to China to fill the
investment gap, drawing up a $400bn gas supply deal, a potential
$230bn rail link, fighter jets sales, and deals to bring China’s UnionPay
payment system to Russia’s banks” (Foy, 2015).
What might be the long-term geo-political impact for the EU?

Why the burden is more on the EU side?
• The U.S. economy is not dependent on, or sensitive to, the situation
in Russian economy
• EU had a tenfold trade volume in goods and fivefold trade in services
with Russia compared to that of the US in 2014
• U.S. and EU Economic Ties with Russia (next slide)

Questions naturally arise
• If the sanction is less likely to achieve its objective
• If the EU is shouldering the major burden of the sanction
• If it shows no end of it (seems like a Cold War 2.0)
• If it creates divide among EU members
• If it encourages Russia to form closer ties with distant countries
(China, India), which might change geo-political map in future
• Then: (from citizen’s point of view)? What is the point of continuing
this sanction?

Some other questions
• On moral ground: Should we allow powerful states to flex their muscle with
economic sanctions without being checked by an independent body i.e. international
organizations? If the U.S./EU sanction is considered legitimate, how do we
illegitimate the sanctions of Saudi Arabia on Qatar?
• On the matter of principle: Should not we separate the of economic tools to achieve
the political objectives because it adversely affects numerous parties all the over the
world?
• On fairness: Measures such as sanctions are permitted under the WTO's national
security exemption. But should not then the WTO be a party to the decision making?
• On accountability ground: If it is obvious that the U.S./EU sanction will not be able to
achieve its objectives, then why should the EU citizens allow politicians to waste
their money?
• On equality ground: The largest losers are: Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Slovakia and
Czech Republic. Why these countries should pay a disproportional price?
• We always tend to measure the impact of a sanction at aggregate level but we do
not generally think about the human faces of an economic sanction.

Future research
• Russian economy is suffering. But how this burden is being shared by
different sectors of the society
• Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Slovakia and Czech Republic were
disproportionately affected. How the cost of the sanction is being
shared by the EU member states
• Is the gap really being filled-in by China or India? If so, what is the
geo-political impact in the long-run
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